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The facial expression recognition (FER) systems have been used to recognize the mood of the persons. Because to determine the mood of a given person may be important in several practical applications; several efficient algorithms have been proposed to this end. Most of them achieve high recognition rates under controlled conditions, of lighting and position of the person with respect to the camera. Most FER system uses the Viola-Jones algorithm for face detection in both, images and video frames. However, because for FER systems the eyes and mouth regions provide the most relevant information, some segmentation schemes must be used to estimate the ROI used for feature extraction. Besides ROI estimation, the face orientation related to the camera is another important issue, because if the person is not looking straightforward to the camera, partial occlusion of the face may occur; or the presence of shadows due to poor illumination conditions. To reduce the problems described above, we propose an algorithm that is able to detect the face orientation in the frame under analysis, such that only if the face is perpendicular to the camera, the ROI is estimated. After the ROI estimation each region is segmented into a set of N×M blocks to get the feature vector using the modal value. The resulting features matrix is then applied to a PCA and LDA for dimensionality reduction. The proposed algorithm was trained using the KDEF data base which consists of 490 images which are divided into 7 facial expressions (Afraid, Angry, Disgusted, Happy, Sad, Surprise and Neutral) of 70 people. Finally, the proposed system is tested using the HOHA database which consists of 150 videos of 32 movies. The evaluation results show that the proposed system provides recognition rates of about 90%.
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